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LVIV UNIVERSITY

- 134 departments
- 19 faculties
- 20 research laboratories
- 9 institutes
- 21 specialized scientific councils for the protection candidate and doctoral theses
- 61 specialities of the educational level of bachelor,
- 53 master’s degrees, 32 specialities of the third (educational and scientific) level of higher education,
- 4 double degree program
- over 25 000 students
- over 4 000 employees
DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS

- Double Degree of Masters in Law with University of Mykolas Romeris, Lithuania, Vilnus (Faculty of Law)

- Master’s Degree Programme "Baltic-Black Sea Regional Studies" (Faculty of International Relations)

- InterMaths - Joint MSc in Applied and Interdisciplinary Mathematics with University of L’Aquila, Italy (Faculty of Applied Mathematics and Informatics)

- Double Degree of Master in Law with Vilnius University, Lithuania (Faculty of International Relations)

- Double Degree of Master in Journalism with University of Adam Mickiewicz, Poznan, Poland (Faculty of Journalism)
#InterMaths #RealMaths

OUR PRODUCT

Master program at consortium «InterMaths» – Interdisciplinary and Applied Mathematics (2022 – RealMath)

https://www.intermaths.eu/double-degree/partners/lviv-ifnul
• candidates: numbers and representatives?

OR

• information
• promotion
• motivation
TARGET AUDIENCE

• bachelor’s students at Lviv University

• bachelor’s students from other Universities
Ірина Борецька.

дистанційний навчання

Іван Михайлюк

студент-докторант, віденський університет

Павло Мучч

Nordbyleg University of Applied Sciences.

Researcher.

**INFORMATION. WHERE?**
Promotion. How?

PHD Research Associate in Statistics at Humboldt University of Berlin. My experience as an international student of IIVU was very rewarding. Having strictly theoretical educational background, my ambitions to orient my career towards data science seemed unachievable until my first semester in LViv when I was introduced to the right set of programming skills that prepared me to compete for better opportunities in the international market that demands these skills for all kind of jobs. Apart from classroom learning, I participated in an international student conference, worked for a renowned software company and collaborated with my expert thesis supervisor on a regular basis which further polished my professional, presentation and research skills. The liveliness of LViv city made my stay even more pleasant. Being an enthusiastic traveler, the city’s rich history, beautiful architecture, colorful culture, delicious cuisine, and warm-hearted people never allowed me to miss long-distance travelling. In a nutshell, I am proud that I chose Ukraine as my second-year destination and if given an opportunity, I will not change a thing about my perfect experience in LViv.

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CON6n_1HxCW/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D
RESULTS

32 Ukrainian students
10 foreign students
OTHER ISSUES

- motivation
- information
- promotion
Thank you for attention!